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NEW EVENT ANNOUNCEMENT. 

Announce Event 
Event Icons detailed specifications 
Adding days/disciplines on event 
Getting athletes in the system 

- By self registration  
- By manual adding  

New event details page (Athlete registration) 
Event Divers “bin” 
Modify announced AP 
Adding athletes on days/disciplines 
Official Start-List 
Manage official time (OT) 
Adding Results 

- From excel 
- Via web start-list 
- Via responsive mobile app  

Mobile app 
Saving results 
Live Youtube-Vimeo stream – preliminary results page 
 
 

1. We click on Announce Event 

 
Depending on organizer role rights we going to choose from the following options after you agree : 
 

 
 
Note:  
A competition organizer have rights to do Depth, Pool, Mixed, Team 
A Sport officer can do WC and WRA 
A Judge Responsible can do CEC’s 
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NEW EVENT ANNOUNCEMENT. 

An AI Judge can do Judge Course.   
 
Basically, the information needed to be filled are the same with little modification 
- We have DYNB and CWTB – both new disciplines. 

 
- The world record status – if checked will disallow adding on main judge a low lever judge – not 

able to judge a WR. 
- Judges are on the following categories (Main Judge, Jury and Judge Assistants) 

 
The event goes in Approval state, first by AIDA National of the country where is held, or in case of 
missing AIDA on that country, for the Organizer AIDA membership. Then by the Sport Officer. 
 
Until the moment when the event is approved, the organizer can only create days and add disciplines.( 

) 
On each event, the organizer will see 12 icons who are links to different  

  
We going to try to explain each:  
1. Approval status- event need Aida National approve and Sport Officer . After the icon is changed 

to: 

  
 
2.    Edit event – general information’s such as date-from date-to, safety info, judges, etc 
3.    Edit default “setup call and sponsors” – on that section any organizer will be able to manage 
the information’s available to athletes on the registration page for the event and also to manage 
some 2 pages where sponsors logos are available 
4.    Pre-Registered Divers- the system is able to search for athletes (unregistered thru registration 
page) and add them to the “basket” or Short List. That list is the main athlete's list used for adding 
them after to each day. Also there the organizer can see the list with registered divers (even they 
are registered by the organizer or they are registered themselves). Organizer can see a clear view of 
divers and also can edit announced AP, DT (Dive time) 
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5.    Event Days – there the organizer can define days and add on each one discipline, then for each 
discipline he needs to add some athletes from the “basket” 
6.    Start list/Enter Result page– there from the divers added to each day we going to have a start 
list with a lot of options. That is the main tool to manage results and other information’s. 
7.    Manage official time - there, any organizer, based on his start list order can simulate the 
Warmup times and Official times. things to be used in the mobile application.  
8.    Manage mobile application, there the organizer can create and manage the users involved in 
results grabbing, directly in the mobile application.  
9.    Event results – there, after result saving, will be visible the results in the state of pending for 
payment or paid already  
10.    Archive- if the event needs to be “deleted” 
11.    Unlock – if the event needs to be unlocked by Sport Officer- after completion. 
 

2. Adding days on the event and adding disciplines.( ) Currently the system shows the table 
empty.  
The organizer clicks on “Add new day” and create a day with some disciplines- the day can be a 
competitional day or a rest day. 
Here  an example of 4-day competition with 2 days of rest day and 2 days, each with 2 disciplines 

  
 
Now the organizer should add on those days, athletes. 
 
 

 
 

3. In the current system, the athletes can come in 2 ways. 
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NEW EVENT ANNOUNCEMENT. 

First way: by registering themselves on the official page of the event. After the event is approved 

the organizer can manage the registration page , link 3 ( ) 
 
There the organizer will manage some information held in the registration page like.  
The start and end day of registration, the fee of the event, some registration terms file and also the 
contacts for the organizer.  

 
There in the final will be available also the link where the athletes can register but on the public 
page of the event ( the reshaped one we going to have the registration form also) 
The new event page is like this now, has 2 new sections( Athletes Registration and Live results) 
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NEW EVENT ANNOUNCEMENT. 

 
 
So coming back if the athlete goes to the official event page, it will be able to register for the event, 
and because the registration is possible just if you have an active AIDA account, the athlete will be 
forced to have his account active ( Aida National Membership). 

 
After the login on the registration page, the athlete will be asked to provide some AP for disciplines 
in which he wants to perform. So he just needs to check the wanted disciplines and add AP. 
Obs. The STA should be min:sec like 03:55 not 3.55 or 3,55 or 3 min and 55 sec  
The meters should be just the meters like 75 , not 75m or 75 meters or 75,5 
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NEW EVENT ANNOUNCEMENT. 

 

After submit the form the athlete can 
provide also the medical certificate via upload on 
the next page : 
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NEW EVENT ANNOUNCEMENT. 

 

The registration is processed already on that step , 
but if the athlete add also the medical certificate , 
that will be available on the organizer list of 
athletes. 
 

 
 
The second way of adding athletes is manually , by organizer  from the “Pre-Registered Divers” link 

4 ( ) 
There the organizer can come with a list of emails, or athletes names and search thru database. 
Ex.  
We going to search for the following list: 
 
William TRUBRIDGE 
Hullverson@gmail.com 
John PRINS 
John WRIGHT 
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NEW EVENT ANNOUNCEMENT. 

 
And we have found 4 athletes and just 2 are possible to be added because the other 2 are in 
revoked state or pending.  The email addresses will be truncated due the GDPR regulations. 
 

4. With all athletes checked and “Save Divers“, they will go in Event Divers List  

 
 
There the organizer can see the athletes added to the event and the announced performances  
Also, he can alter the announced performances by clicking on the “ – “ cell and entering an AP. 
And the system updates automatically the announced AP. 
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NEW EVENT ANNOUNCEMENT. 

  
 
Those AP's will be part on the next steps, when the organizer adds athletes on days, to manage 
athletes start list by sorting them by AP's. 
 
So let's assume for the moment the current  list with AP's 

 
 
Next, the organizer must add on each day the needed athletes accessing once again the link  „Event 

Days” link 6( ). There clicking on each day , discipline , he will be able to 
add athletes. 
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5. Those athletes will be shown on the Start List – link 7 ( ) 
So this is the start list ( another example ) with DYN and DYNB mixed AP 

 
 

The start list can be sorted in 2 ways  
 
1. By drag and drop each line manually (after we finish sort we must click the save button need 

“Diver” header) 

 
2. By accessing the “Order Start List “ link we have ordered the athlete list  DYN ascendent and 

DYNB descendent 

 

 
 

6. Set up the official top is the “Manage Official Time” link 8 ( ) 
 
For each discipline, the organizer can set an interval between athletes (ex. 10 min for DYN and 15 
min for DYNB). Also, he can calculate starting with the “First Start” time the official time for each 
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athlete. Also, we can have multiple lines on a start.

 
 
So for the current configuration, the system calculate like this and if we want to have a 30’ minutes 
break after the last 2 start on DYN we going to add 30’ to the “Available Minutes” already : 

 
Then the public start-list will going to look like that: 
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NEW EVENT ANNOUNCEMENT. 

 
7. Adding results  

The system allows to enter results in 3 ways. 
 
1. First is the excel version, download and upload on the classic way, with validation and errors  

 

2. The second way, is via web Start List – link 7 ( ) 
In the start list on a line the cells marked in image with pink color are the one editable” 

 
 

1. The RP reported performance is the first cell needed to be completed 
Obs.  
In case of RP>AP the system autocompletes the Penalty Card to WHITE and the Status to OK and 
calculate the “Points” 
In case of RP<AP the system gives automatically the penalty points in the Penalties cell and sets the 
Yellow card and Status “RP<AP” 
In case of RP<AP but depth discipline besides the Penalties “RP<AP” the system brings also 
automatically the “No Tag” + 1 point penalty. 

2. Other Penalties should be completed in case of other penalties occur.  
Obs.  
If we have a LATE and a PUSH, we need to write the total amount of penalty points on this cell. 
If we write something on that cell the system change the Penalty Card to YELLOW and waits for 
choosing some statuses. 

3. Penalty Card should be changed to one of (WHITE, YELLOW, RED) but   : 
Obs.  
If we have already penalties and we want to set WHITE card the system warn us. 

4. Status – there can be set a wide range of options accordingly with the Penalty Card or RP 
Obs.  
In case of NO RP (DNS) can be set DNS on that field  
In case of multiple penalties can be set from the YELLOW cards  
In case of RED card can be set penalties and reasons of RED card (but the Penalty Card must be 
already RED before setting something on Status. 

5. Notes – there should be added some observation coming from judge, if needed 
6. Record – there can be chose if was a record  
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NEW EVENT ANNOUNCEMENT. 

 
3. The last way for entering results is by using the mobile responsive interface, who bring in any 

mobile with a browser and internet connection, a tool for gathering result right from the pool 
edge 
The organizer needs to create some accounts for assistants who will work with that application, 
set the local time zone of competition, and allocate the assistants on different starts. 

 

 And that can be done accessing the link 9( ) Manage Mobile App . 
 

The organizer click on create account and enter the username, email  and 
expiration date of the account . 
Then the assistant will receive a mail with link to the application and also the user and 
password. 
Example. We going to create user “alex” with email alex@webflavors.ro  
 
Email received  

  
 
So with that info, the user goes to the link and open the mobile app and it will find some 
“Incoming Starts” with no of line and OT . 

mailto:alex@webflavors.ro
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So he clicks on one athlete and he will need to enter some results. 
 

 

As on the web example of entering result if we 
going to have a YELLOW card the system brings 
a box where we need to choose the penalties 
reason  
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After we can click SAVE RESULT(and the result get registered, can’t be changed by the assistant, 
from there, but can be edited by the organizer from the “Start List” page on the main interface. 
 
The result must be reviewed by the organizer/judges and confirmed, else the results can’t be 
writhed. 
Ex. The result coming from mobile is the one with pink box and need to be validated by clicking the  

 
 

 
 
Saving results – the results can be saved from the start list. 

 
Prior saving a form with medical information should be completed and submitted to the medical 
committee. 

 
The results entered from mobile application are visible on the Public Page of event as “Live Results” 
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Also on the link 9( ) Manage Mobile App can be set a YouTube link or Vimeo Link to the live 
stream (if a stream is available from the organizer) 
 

 
 
 


